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❖ Position: Head/VP - Technology & Innovation 

❖ Experience- Up to 12 years 

❖ Compensation- Best in Industry 

❖ Open Positions – 1 

❖ Location- Gurugram 
 
 

Eligibility Requirements: 

1. MCA/Bachelor’s degree in information technology, software engineering, computer science, or related 

field from the Tier 1 Institutes like IIT, IIS, IIIT or similar.  

2. The Ideal candidate should have up to 12 Years of relevant experience on technical position out of 

which about 5 years of experience at the leadership position preferably next to Head Technology & 

Innovation level.  

3. Proven track record of taking ownership and successfully delivering results in a fast-paced, dynamic 

environment. Demonstrated ability to independently solve technical problems. Leadership and 

organizational abilities. Strategic thinking. Problem-solving aptitude 

Job Description & Responsibilities: 

 

1. The candidate should be able to provide sound technical leadership in all aspects of our business. You will 

communicate with employees, clients, and customers to ensure our company’s technology roadmap is 

properly aligned with key stakeholders. 

2. Strategic thinking and strong business acumen are essential in this role. We expect you to be well-versed 

in current technological trends and familiar with a variety of forward technology trends and direction. If 

you are also an excellent communicator and public speaker. 

3. Responsible for assigned deliverables of the product development, Innovation & Product Development 

Team 

4. Architecting and engineering solutions which can meet the requirements of the business 

5. Develop a strong innovation roadmap and “game changing ideas” for our business. 

6. Lead, execute and drive adoption of innovative and strategic projects that create competitive advantage 

and drive operational effectiveness. 

7. Follow industry trends, define the global IT service portfolio strategy, and align global service portfolios. 

Provide consulting and guidance through key initiatives ensuring effective alignment of IT investments 

with business requirements. 

8. You will define the technical and product requirements of the business in detail and set up all required 

processes for a successful market entry 

 

About Company 

 

Biocube Matrics Pvt. Ltd.  is 100% subsidiary company of USA parent which is part of the large diversified 

business group with interests in investment banking (www.euromaxcapital.com), green energy 

(www.sunwaysglobal.com), homeland security (www.eirenesystems.com), mining, trading etc. globally 

Biocube has been emerged as internationally recognised and rapidly growing brand during last 5+ Years with 

its offices in USA, India and around the globe. 

Biocube has successfully developed a proprietary Computer Vision, AI & multi model Biometric technology 

platform for which it has filed patent in USA.   
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